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定番教科書の待望の改訂版 第i巻は 波動現象と電磁気学の基礎から幾何光学まで 光の性質の基本的内容を扱う this novel in verse said
to be the parent of all russian novels is a tragic story of innocence love and
friendship eugene onegin an aristocrat much like pushkin and his peers in his
attitude and habits is bored he visits the countryside where the young and
passionate tatyana falls in love with him in a touching letter she confesses her love
but is cruelly rejected years later it is onegin s turn to be rejected by tatyana when
vladimir nabokov s translation of pushkin s masterpiece eugene onegin was first
published in 1964 it ignited a storm of controversy that famously resulted in the
demise of nabokov s friendship with critic edmund wilson while wilson derided it as
a disappointment in the new york review of books other critics hailed the translation
and accompanying commentary as nabokov s highest achievement nabokov himself
strove to render a literal translation that captured the exact contextual meaning of
the original arguing that only this is true translation nabokov s eugene onegin
remains the most famous and frequently cited english language version of the most
celebrated poem in russian literature a translation that reflects a lifelong admiration
of pushkin on the part of one of the twentieth century s most brilliant writers now
with a new foreword by nabokov biographer brian boyd this edition brings a classic
work of enduring literary interest to a new generation of readers use tolerance
analysis techniques to avoid design quality and manufacturing problems before
they happen often overlooked and misunderstood tolerance analysis is a critical
part of improving products and their design processes because all manufactured
products are subject to variation it is crucial that designers predict and understand
how these changes can affect form fit and function of parts and assemblies and
then communicate their findings effectively written by one of the developers of
asme y14 5 and other geometric dimension and tolerancing gd t standards
mechanical tolerance stackup and analysis second edition offers an overview of
techniques used to assess and convey the cumulative effects of variation on the
geometric relationship between part and assembly features the book focuses on
some key components it explains often misunderstood sources of variation and how
they contribute to this deviation in assembled products as well as how to model that
variation in a useful manner new to the second edition explores iso and asme gd t
standards including their similarities and differences covers new concepts and
content found in asme y14 5 2009 standard introduces six sigma quality and
tolerance analysis concepts revamps figures throughout the book includes step by
step procedures for solving tolerance analysis problems on products defined with
traditional plus minus tolerancing and gd t this helps readers understand potential
variations set up the problem achieve the desired solution and clearly communicate
the results with added application examples and features this comprehensive
volume will help design engineers enhance product development and safety
ensuring that parts and assemblies carry out their intended functions it will also
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help manufacturing inspection assembly and service personnel troubleshoot
designs verify that in process steps meet objectives and find ways to improve
performance and reduce costs the ideal review for your college physics course more
than 40 million students have trusted schaum s outlines for their expert knowledge
and helpful solved problems written by renowned experts in their respective fields
schaum s outlines cover everything from math to science nursing to language the
main feature for all these books is the solved problems step by step authors walk
readers through coming up with solutions to exercises in their topic of choice
outline format facilitates quick and easy review of college physics 984 solved
problems hundreds more practice problems with answers exercises to help you test
your mastery of college physics appropriate for the following courses college
physics introduction to physics physics i and ii noncalculus physics advanced
placement h s physics a review and record of current literature understand the
battle before you enter it when you think about the end times you ve probably
already considered the rapture the tribulation and the antichrist but are you
prepared for the spiritual warfare that is already escalating around us as we draw
closer to the final days now more than ever it is essential to equip yourself with god
s truth so you can stand against the encroaching darkness in spiritual warfare in the
end times bestselling prophecy author ron rhodes powerfully exposes satan s most
destructive and effective tools of spiritual injury and the means of rendering them
ineffective ron will help you understand the identity tactics and dominion of satan
and the spiritual armor god has given you for protection the pivotal roles the holy
spirit and the word of god play in your spiritual victory the sheep christians who
keep close to the shepherd jesus are safest from the predatory wolf satan though
satan will always want to diminish your capacity to serve in god s kingdom god
promises you ll never fight him alone spiritual warfare in the end times will provide
you with all you need for victory both now and in the future this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant reproduction
of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical
works in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision this is a
reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional
imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that
were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process
we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have
elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
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preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
reproduction of the original official organ of the book trade of the united kingdom
this detailed reference provides guidelines for the selection and utilization of
electric motors for improved reliability performance energy efficiency and life cycle
cost completely revised and expanded the book reflects the recent state of the field
as well as recent developments in control electronics the economics of energy
efficient motors and systems and advanced power electronic drivers it includes five
new chapters covering key topics such as the fundamentals of power electronics
applicable to electric motor drives adjustable speed drives and their applications
advanced switched reluctance motor drives and permanent magnet and brushless
dc motor drives winner of the nobel prize for literature in 1936 the american
playwright eugene o neill was the first to introduce into the us the drama
techniques of realism associated with chekhov ibsen and strindberg his masterpiece
long day s journey into night is regarded as one of the greatest works of american
drama o neill saw the theatre as a valid forum for the presentation of serious ideas
imbued with the tragic sense of life he produced a contemporary drama that had its
roots in powerful ancient greek tragedies this ebook presents o neill s collected
works with numerous illustrations rare plays and poetry informative introductions
and the usual delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated with images
relating to o neill s life and works concise introductions to the major texts all 21 full
length plays in the us public domain with individual contents tables features rare
dramas appearing for the first time in digital publishing 20 one act plays images of
how the books were first published giving your ereader a taste of the original texts
excellent formatting of the texts rare poems available in no other collection easily
locate the poems you want to read includes o neill s sole short story ordering of
texts into chronological order and genres contents the full length plays bread and
butter 1914 servitude 1914 the personal equation 1915 now i ask you 1916 beyond
the horizon 1918 the straw 1919 chris christophersen 1919 gold 1920 anna christie
1920 the emperor jones 1920 diff rent 1921 the first man 1922 the hairy ape 1922
the fountain 1923 marco millions 1923 all god s chillun got wings 1924 welded 1924
desire under the elms 1924 lazarus laughed 1925 the great god brown 1926
strange interlude 1928 the one act plays bound east for cardiff 1914 in the zone
1917 the long voyage home 1917 moon of the caribbees 1918 a wife for a life 1913
the 1913 thirst 1913 recklessness 1913 warnings 1913 fog 1914 abortion 1914 the
movie man 1914 the sniper 1915 before breakfast 1916 ile 1917 the rope 1918
shell shock 1918 the dreamy kid 1918 where the cross is made 1918 exorcism 1919
the short story tomorrow 1917 the poetry the poems of eugene o neill presents a
collection of critical essays on o neill s play arranged in chronological order of their
original publication catalog of an exhibition held feb 13 june 24 2013 this book
features a biographical account of the american writer eugene field 1850 1895 best
known for his children s poetry and humorous essays there were two fields the
author and the man and it is the purpose of this study to reproduce the latter as he
appeared to those who knew and loved him for what he was personally for the
benefit of those who have only known him through the medium of his writings in
doing this it was far from the author s intention and farther from his friendship to
disturb any of the preconceptions that have been formed from the perusal of field s
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works as these are the creations of something entirely apart from the man whose
genius produced them x000d contents x000d pedigree x000d his father s first love
affair x000d the dred scott case x000d birth and early youth x000d education
x000d choice of a profession x000d marriage and early domestic life x000d early
experiences in journalism x000d in denver 1881 1883 x000d anecdotes of life in
denver x000d coming to chicago x000d personal characteristics x000d relations
with stage folk x000d beginning of his literary education x000d method of work
x000d nature of his daily work x000d pedigree x000d introduction to colored inks
x000d some letters x000d more letters x000d publication of his first books x000d
his second visit to europe x000d in the saints and sinners corner x000d political
relations x000d his auto analysis x000d last years x000d last days 光の性質を体系的に学ぶことが
できる教科書 初歩的な数学のみを前提とし 工夫された図や写真を多用して 直観的に理解しやすい構成となっている 第3巻では フーリエ光学をさらに深く
学んだうえで コヒーレンス理論や干渉 レーザー ホログラフィーなど 現代光学の応用に欠かせないテーマを取り上げる winner of the nobel
prize for literature in 1936 the american playwright eugene o neill was the first to
introduce into the u s the drama techniques of realism associated with chekhov
ibsen and strindberg his masterpiece long day s journey into night is regarded as
one of the greatest works of american drama o neill saw the theatre as a valid
forum for the presentation of serious ideas imbued with the tragic sense of life he
produced a contemporary drama that had its roots in powerful ancient greek
tragedies for the first time in publishing history this ebook presents o neill s
complete works with numerous illustrations rare plays and poetry informative
introductions and the usual delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated
with images relating to o neill s life and works concise introductions to the major
texts all 30 full length plays with individual contents tables features rare dramas
appearing for the first time in digital publishing including the late masterpieces a
touch of the poet and more stately mansions includes all 21 one act plays first time
in digital print images of how the books were first published giving your ereader a
taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the texts rare poems available in
no other collection easily locate the poems you want to read includes o neill s sole
short story and his humorous sketch ordering of texts into chronological order and
genres contents the full length plays bread and butter 1914 servitude 1914 the
personal equation 1915 now i ask you 1916 beyond the horizon 1918 the straw
1919 chris christophersen 1919 gold 1920 anna christie 1920 the emperor jones
1920 diff rent 1921 the first man 1922 the hairy ape 1922 the fountain 1923 marco
millions 1923 all god s chillun got wings 1924 welded 1924 desire under the elms
1924 lazarus laughed 1925 the great god brown 1926 strange interlude 1928
dynamo 1929 mourning becomes electra 1931 ah wilderness 1933 days without
end 1933 the iceman cometh 1940 long day s journey into night 1941 a moon for
the misbegotten 1947 a touch of the poet 1958 more stately mansions the one act
plays bound east for cardiff 1914 in the zone 1917 the long voyage home 1917
moon of the caribbees 1918 a wife for a life 1913 the 1913 thirst 1913 recklessness
1913 warnings 1913 fog 1914 abortion 1914 the movie man 1914 the sniper 1915
before breakfast 1916 ile 1917 the rope 1918 shell shock 1918 the dreamy kid 1918
where the cross is made 1918 exorcism 1919 hughie 1941 the short story tomorrow
1917 the poetry the poems of eugene o neill the sketch the last will and testament
of an extremely distinguished dog 1940 professionals and students who come from
disciplines other than chemistry need a concise yet reliable guide that explains key
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concepts in environmental chemistry from the fundamental science to the
necessary calculations for applying them updated and reorganized applications of
environmental aquatic chemistry a practical guide second editi
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British Museum Catalogue of printed Books 1881 定番教科書の待望の改訂版 第i巻は 波動現象と電磁気学の基礎
から幾何光学まで 光の性質の基本的内容を扱う
Catalogue of Printed Books 1885 this novel in verse said to be the parent of all
russian novels is a tragic story of innocence love and friendship eugene onegin an
aristocrat much like pushkin and his peers in his attitude and habits is bored he
visits the countryside where the young and passionate tatyana falls in love with him
in a touching letter she confesses her love but is cruelly rejected years later it is
onegin s turn to be rejected by tatyana
Eugene Berman 1953 when vladimir nabokov s translation of pushkin s masterpiece
eugene onegin was first published in 1964 it ignited a storm of controversy that
famously resulted in the demise of nabokov s friendship with critic edmund wilson
while wilson derided it as a disappointment in the new york review of books other
critics hailed the translation and accompanying commentary as nabokov s highest
achievement nabokov himself strove to render a literal translation that captured the
exact contextual meaning of the original arguing that only this is true translation
nabokov s eugene onegin remains the most famous and frequently cited english
language version of the most celebrated poem in russian literature a translation
that reflects a lifelong admiration of pushkin on the part of one of the twentieth
century s most brilliant writers now with a new foreword by nabokov biographer
brian boyd this edition brings a classic work of enduring literary interest to a new
generation of readers
ヘクト光学 I 2018-10 use tolerance analysis techniques to avoid design quality and
manufacturing problems before they happen often overlooked and misunderstood
tolerance analysis is a critical part of improving products and their design processes
because all manufactured products are subject to variation it is crucial that
designers predict and understand how these changes can affect form fit and
function of parts and assemblies and then communicate their findings effectively
written by one of the developers of asme y14 5 and other geometric dimension and
tolerancing gd t standards mechanical tolerance stackup and analysis second
edition offers an overview of techniques used to assess and convey the cumulative
effects of variation on the geometric relationship between part and assembly
features the book focuses on some key components it explains often misunderstood
sources of variation and how they contribute to this deviation in assembled
products as well as how to model that variation in a useful manner new to the
second edition explores iso and asme gd t standards including their similarities and
differences covers new concepts and content found in asme y14 5 2009 standard
introduces six sigma quality and tolerance analysis concepts revamps figures
throughout the book includes step by step procedures for solving tolerance analysis
problems on products defined with traditional plus minus tolerancing and gd t this
helps readers understand potential variations set up the problem achieve the
desired solution and clearly communicate the results with added application
examples and features this comprehensive volume will help design engineers
enhance product development and safety ensuring that parts and assemblies carry
out their intended functions it will also help manufacturing inspection assembly and
service personnel troubleshoot designs verify that in process steps meet objectives
and find ways to improve performance and reduce costs
Eugene Onegin 2003-03-27 the ideal review for your college physics course more
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than 40 million students have trusted schaum s outlines for their expert knowledge
and helpful solved problems written by renowned experts in their respective fields
schaum s outlines cover everything from math to science nursing to language the
main feature for all these books is the solved problems step by step authors walk
readers through coming up with solutions to exercises in their topic of choice
outline format facilitates quick and easy review of college physics 984 solved
problems hundreds more practice problems with answers exercises to help you test
your mastery of college physics appropriate for the following courses college
physics introduction to physics physics i and ii noncalculus physics advanced
placement h s physics
Eugene Onegin 2018-07-31 a review and record of current literature
Edition of One 1990 understand the battle before you enter it when you think about
the end times you ve probably already considered the rapture the tribulation and
the antichrist but are you prepared for the spiritual warfare that is already
escalating around us as we draw closer to the final days now more than ever it is
essential to equip yourself with god s truth so you can stand against the
encroaching darkness in spiritual warfare in the end times bestselling prophecy
author ron rhodes powerfully exposes satan s most destructive and effective tools
of spiritual injury and the means of rendering them ineffective ron will help you
understand the identity tactics and dominion of satan and the spiritual armor god
has given you for protection the pivotal roles the holy spirit and the word of god
play in your spiritual victory the sheep christians who keep close to the shepherd
jesus are safest from the predatory wolf satan though satan will always want to
diminish your capacity to serve in god s kingdom god promises you ll never fight
him alone spiritual warfare in the end times will provide you with all you need for
victory both now and in the future
The Publishers' Trade List Annual 1898 this work has been selected by scholars
as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Mechanical Tolerance Stackup and Analysis, Second Edition 2011 reproduction of
the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical works
in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision
“The” Athenaeum 1880 this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923
this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were
introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and
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despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we
appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and
hope you enjoy this valuable book
Athenaeum 1873 reproduction of the original
Schaum's Outline of College Physics, 11th Edition 2011-09-23 official organ of
the book trade of the united kingdom
The Book Buyer 1898 this detailed reference provides guidelines for the selection
and utilization of electric motors for improved reliability performance energy
efficiency and life cycle cost completely revised and expanded the book reflects the
recent state of the field as well as recent developments in control electronics the
economics of energy efficient motors and systems and advanced power electronic
drivers it includes five new chapters covering key topics such as the fundamentals
of power electronics applicable to electric motor drives adjustable speed drives and
their applications advanced switched reluctance motor drives and permanent
magnet and brushless dc motor drives
Spiritual Warfare in the End Times 2020-11-24 winner of the nobel prize for
literature in 1936 the american playwright eugene o neill was the first to introduce
into the us the drama techniques of realism associated with chekhov ibsen and
strindberg his masterpiece long day s journey into night is regarded as one of the
greatest works of american drama o neill saw the theatre as a valid forum for the
presentation of serious ideas imbued with the tragic sense of life he produced a
contemporary drama that had its roots in powerful ancient greek tragedies this
ebook presents o neill s collected works with numerous illustrations rare plays and
poetry informative introductions and the usual delphi bonus material version 1
beautifully illustrated with images relating to o neill s life and works concise
introductions to the major texts all 21 full length plays in the us public domain with
individual contents tables features rare dramas appearing for the first time in digital
publishing 20 one act plays images of how the books were first published giving
your ereader a taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the texts rare
poems available in no other collection easily locate the poems you want to read
includes o neill s sole short story ordering of texts into chronological order and
genres contents the full length plays bread and butter 1914 servitude 1914 the
personal equation 1915 now i ask you 1916 beyond the horizon 1918 the straw
1919 chris christophersen 1919 gold 1920 anna christie 1920 the emperor jones
1920 diff rent 1921 the first man 1922 the hairy ape 1922 the fountain 1923 marco
millions 1923 all god s chillun got wings 1924 welded 1924 desire under the elms
1924 lazarus laughed 1925 the great god brown 1926 strange interlude 1928 the
one act plays bound east for cardiff 1914 in the zone 1917 the long voyage home
1917 moon of the caribbees 1918 a wife for a life 1913 the 1913 thirst 1913
recklessness 1913 warnings 1913 fog 1914 abortion 1914 the movie man 1914 the
sniper 1915 before breakfast 1916 ile 1917 the rope 1918 shell shock 1918 the
dreamy kid 1918 where the cross is made 1918 exorcism 1919 the short story
tomorrow 1917 the poetry the poems of eugene o neill
The Athenaeum 1849 presents a collection of critical essays on o neill s play
arranged in chronological order of their original publication
Eugene Delacroix - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-19 catalog of an exhibition
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held feb 13 june 24 2013
Eugene Aram; A Tale, In Two Volumes 2023-09-19 this book features a biographical
account of the american writer eugene field 1850 1895 best known for his children s
poetry and humorous essays there were two fields the author and the man and it is
the purpose of this study to reproduce the latter as he appeared to those who knew
and loved him for what he was personally for the benefit of those who have only
known him through the medium of his writings in doing this it was far from the
author s intention and farther from his friendship to disturb any of the
preconceptions that have been formed from the perusal of field s works as these
are the creations of something entirely apart from the man whose genius produced
them x000d contents x000d pedigree x000d his father s first love affair x000d the
dred scott case x000d birth and early youth x000d education x000d choice of a
profession x000d marriage and early domestic life x000d early experiences in
journalism x000d in denver 1881 1883 x000d anecdotes of life in denver x000d
coming to chicago x000d personal characteristics x000d relations with stage folk
x000d beginning of his literary education x000d method of work x000d nature of his
daily work x000d pedigree x000d introduction to colored inks x000d some letters
x000d more letters x000d publication of his first books x000d his second visit to
europe x000d in the saints and sinners corner x000d political relations x000d his
auto analysis x000d last years x000d last days
Eugene Oneguine 2013-09 光の性質を体系的に学ぶことができる教科書 初歩的な数学のみを前提とし 工夫された図や写真を多用
して 直観的に理解しやすい構成となっている 第3巻では フーリエ光学をさらに深く学んだうえで コヒーレンス理論や干渉 レーザー ホログラフィーなど
現代光学の応用に欠かせないテーマを取り上げる
Eugene Aram 1832 winner of the nobel prize for literature in 1936 the american
playwright eugene o neill was the first to introduce into the u s the drama
techniques of realism associated with chekhov ibsen and strindberg his masterpiece
long day s journey into night is regarded as one of the greatest works of american
drama o neill saw the theatre as a valid forum for the presentation of serious ideas
imbued with the tragic sense of life he produced a contemporary drama that had its
roots in powerful ancient greek tragedies for the first time in publishing history this
ebook presents o neill s complete works with numerous illustrations rare plays and
poetry informative introductions and the usual delphi bonus material version 1
beautifully illustrated with images relating to o neill s life and works concise
introductions to the major texts all 30 full length plays with individual contents
tables features rare dramas appearing for the first time in digital publishing
including the late masterpieces a touch of the poet and more stately mansions
includes all 21 one act plays first time in digital print images of how the books were
first published giving your ereader a taste of the original texts excellent formatting
of the texts rare poems available in no other collection easily locate the poems you
want to read includes o neill s sole short story and his humorous sketch ordering of
texts into chronological order and genres contents the full length plays bread and
butter 1914 servitude 1914 the personal equation 1915 now i ask you 1916 beyond
the horizon 1918 the straw 1919 chris christophersen 1919 gold 1920 anna christie
1920 the emperor jones 1920 diff rent 1921 the first man 1922 the hairy ape 1922
the fountain 1923 marco millions 1923 all god s chillun got wings 1924 welded 1924
desire under the elms 1924 lazarus laughed 1925 the great god brown 1926
strange interlude 1928 dynamo 1929 mourning becomes electra 1931 ah
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wilderness 1933 days without end 1933 the iceman cometh 1940 long day s journey
into night 1941 a moon for the misbegotten 1947 a touch of the poet 1958 more
stately mansions the one act plays bound east for cardiff 1914 in the zone 1917 the
long voyage home 1917 moon of the caribbees 1918 a wife for a life 1913 the 1913
thirst 1913 recklessness 1913 warnings 1913 fog 1914 abortion 1914 the movie
man 1914 the sniper 1915 before breakfast 1916 ile 1917 the rope 1918 shell shock
1918 the dreamy kid 1918 where the cross is made 1918 exorcism 1919 hughie
1941 the short story tomorrow 1917 the poetry the poems of eugene o neill the
sketch the last will and testament of an extremely distinguished dog 1940
Eugene Aram; A Tale, Complete 2023-07-23 professionals and students who come
from disciplines other than chemistry need a concise yet reliable guide that explains
key concepts in environmental chemistry from the fundamental science to the
necessary calculations for applying them updated and reorganized applications of
environmental aquatic chemistry a practical guide second editi
Extraordinary Collection of First Editions of American and English Authors
1906
The Bookseller 1885
Eugene O'Neill and the Emergence of American Drama 2021-11-15
Journal of Education and School World 1898
Energy-Efficient Electric Motors, Revised and Expanded 2018-10-03
Delphi Collected Works of Eugene O'Neill (Illustrated) 2024-01-12
Eugene O'Neill's Long Day's Journey Into Night 2014-05-14
Wait, Later this Will be Nothing 2013
Eugene Field: A Study in Heredity and Contradictions 2020-12-11
Eugène Berman 1961
ヘクト光学 III 2019-09
First Editions of American Authors Forming the Library of Frank Maier of
New York 1909
The Gospel in All Lands 1883
HSA Heritage Auctions Rare Books Auction Catalog #6030 2009-09
Academy, with which are Incorporated Literature and the English Review
1898
The Athenæum 1881
Resources in Education 1976
Delphi Complete Works of Eugene O'Neill (Illustrated) 2024-01-12
Applications of Environmental Aquatic Chemistry 2008-01-17
The Academy 1894
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